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BANKING: Federal fraud review
may hold up sale by parent.
By JAMES RUFUS KOREN Staff Reporter

LA BioMed isn’t just a research
institute, it’s become a thriving
business incubator.

A tiny Brentwood bank is caught in the middle of
a showdown between federal regulators and payday
lenders – one that could hold up plans to sell the bank.
Publicly traded NCAL Bancorp, the holding
company of National Bank of California, is one of
a few dozen banks under investigation for possible
fraud by the Justice Department over processing
of payments for high-interest payday lenders.
Though National Bank is a relatively small
bank, it’s a major processor of the kinds of electronic payments favored by such lenders. The
bank has assets of only $342 million, and last year
processed more of those payments than a bank
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Marina del Rey is one of the wealthiest areas in
Los Angeles County, and it would be hard to
choose a vantage point from which this fact is
more obvious than at Via Marina and Tahiti Way,
the last vacant lot in the marina.
In one direction, one can look out at the water
and see rows of yachts and sailboats lined by luxury apartments. To the left is a rental complex where
residents pay more than $6,000 a month and enjoy
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The Los Angeles Biomedical Institute
in Torrance
BIOPHARMACEUTICALS
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has become a formidable incubator of innovative
health care businesses, such as DR. YUTUKA
NIIHARA’s Emmaus Medical Inc., which is developing a treatment for sickle cell anemia. Read all
about Emmaus and other cutting-edge startups
in this special report. BEGINNING ON PAGE 17
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Drug Therapy: Dr. Yutaka Niihara in his lab.

R. Yutaka Niihara has devoted nearly a
quarter-century to developing drug therapy
that will relieve the pain of millions of sickle cell
anemia patients around the globe. Clinical trials
are scheduled to wrap up in December and his
company plans to make the drug available by prescription next year. But it’s too early to celebrate.
“I’m very pleased, but I cannot be too overjoyed because you never know until the very
end,” Niihara
Red means
stop said.
developed the drug therapy in the 1990s
and greenHemeans
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go at Hollywood
BioMed, which has granted a license to
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Emmaus Medical Inc. for the treatment.
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mia, a genetic disease that occurs
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Most of the sickle cell research at the time
focused on cures or prevention. But Niihara and
his colleagues at LA BioMed took another route.
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was drowned out every few minutes by a halfdozen stock cars taking turns zooming around the
half-mile oval track.
Jim Cohan, owner of LA Racing
Experience, stood watching – pleased – as
dozens of giddy amateur drivers took their inaugural lap at the auto-racing venue.
About five miles away at his office in Arcadia,
Jim Mnoian was less pleased that day. Mnoian,
chief executive of Nu-Way Industries Inc., politely declined an invitation to visit the track weeks

ed him but had lately caused him much grief.
“We had a lot of good times down there,” he
said. “We took a lot of people: family, customers
from our landfill business and friends of our kids
Research
who had never been to a race track.” Patron:
Still, selling the property came as a Agi
relief.
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at her West
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office,
lostoperator,
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Faster Track for
Drug Testing

A

GI Hirshberg is rare among medical
research company chief executives. She’s
not a doctor or laboratory researcher like most
chief executives at biomedical firms. Hirshberg
comes from the sporting wear industry. She
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By HOWARD FINE Staff Reporter

Cadiz Inc., an L.A. company that plans to store and
sell billions of gallons of water beneath its desert land
holdings, is adding a new track to its project, literally:
running a steam train in the middle of the Mojave.
Cadiz executives recently inked a deal with
went intoCo.
medical
research
1998, after her
Arizona & California Railroad
for use
of anin85husband died of pancreatic cancer at 54, eight
mile rail line between the Cadiz Valley and the
months after he was diagnosed.
Arizona-California border. “I lost my husband because there were no
The executives say theyeffective
want todrugs
run the
steam
trainsaid.
to treat
it,” she

By JAMES RUFUS KOREN Staff Reporter

A tiny Brentwood bank is caught in the middle of
a showdown between federal regulators and payday
lenders – one that could hold up plans to sell the bank.
Publicly traded NCAL Bancorp, the holding
company of National Bank of California, is one of
a few dozen banks under investigation for possible
fraud by the Justice Department over processing
of payments for high-interest payday lenders.
Though National Bank is a relatively small
bank, it’s a major processor of the kinds of electronic payments favored by such lenders. The
bank has assets of only $342 million, and last year
processed more of those payments than a bank
Please see BANKING page 48
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more obvious than at Via Marina and Tahiti Way,
the last vacant lot in the marina.
In one direction, one can look out at the water
and see rows of yachts and sailboats lined by luxury apartments. To the left is a rental complex where
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The company applied for government money
but didn’t get any. It was funded by Hirshberg and
her partners and is now selling its testing services.
The technology was developed at LA BioMed but a
patent application was rejected so the company
does not pay licensing fees to the institute.
While Hirshberg still laments the “snail’s
pace” of academic research, she is proud that
her company delivers results to clients within six
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G. Boros, doctors who were working at LA
BioMed to quantify the results of testing for
drugs designed to treat cancer and diabetes. So
she and three partners – Lee, Boros and attorney David Manheim – co-founded Sidmap to
advance and commercialize their work.
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T NovaDigm Therapeutic Inc., scientists
believe they are on to something.
They’re developing what they’re calling a new
generation of vaccines.
The company spun off from LA BioMed in
2005 to work on vaccine research and developed an unusual approach.
Traditionally, vaccines introduce elements
of an illness, such as the flu, into the body.
immune
system then learns to recognize
RedThe
means
stop
illness
and create antibodies to fight it.
and the
green
means
ButHollywood
NovaDigm’s vaccine employs a more
go at
complex
model.
Bowl’s
toilets.
“One of the reasons our work is being
PAGE 3
seen as pioneering in next-generation vaccines is that it acts in a way that is unconventional,” said co-founder Dr. Michael
Yeaman. “Instead of generating antibodies
exclusively, it seems to program our adaptive immune system so it can orchestrate the
best defense.”
The new vaccine might have at least two
uses: It could prevent reoccurrence of yeast
infections in women and also stop patients
with weakened immune systems from picking
up antibiotic-resistant infections during hospital stays.

BANKING: Federal fraud review
may hold up sale by parent.
By JAMES RUFUS KOREN Staff Reporter

A tiny Brentwood bank is caught in the middle of
a showdown between federal regulators and payday
lenders – one that could hold up plans to sell the bank.
Publicly traded NCAL Bancorp, the holding
company of National Bank of California, is one of
a few dozen banks under investigation for possible
fraud by the Justice Department over processing
of payments for high-interest
payday
lenders.
PHOTOS BY RINGO
H.W. CHIU/LABJ
Though National Bank is a relatively small
bank, it’s a major processor of the kinds of electronic payments favored by such lenders. The
bank has assets of only $342 million, and last year
processed more of those payments than a bank

Yeaman: Developing vaccine with colleagues at his LA BioMed laboratory.
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after his family’s waste disposal company sold the
site to downtown L.A. real estate firm Lindom Co.
A sturdy man with a ruddy complexion and a
firm handshake, Mnoian said he was ready to
wash his hands of the place that had once enchanted him but had lately caused him much grief.
“We had a lot of good times down there,” he
said. “We took a lot of people: family, customers
from our landfill business and friends of our kids
who had never been to a race track.”
Still, selling the property came as a relief.
Mnoian said dealing with Irwindale Speedway,
the company that built and operated the venue,
had become a major headache. The track operator,

While Yeaman, Dr. Jack Edwards and
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company and provide us with a lot of expertise in other ways as well,” Cooke said of the
scientists at LA BioMed. “They are very supportive and really easy to work with.”
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By ALFRED LEE Staff Reporter

Marina del Rey is one of the wealthiest areas in
Los Angeles County, and it would be hard to
choose a vantage point from which this fact is
more obvious than at Via Marina and Tahiti Way,
the last vacant lot in the marina.
In one direction, one can look out at the water
and see rows of yachts and sailboats lined by luxury apartments. To the left is a rental complex where
residents pay more than $6,000 a month and enjoy
a heated saltwater lap pool and private massage
rooms. In the residences to the right, a concierge
delivers groceries and dry cleaning to residents.
It is little surprise, then, that a developer wants
Please see REAL ESTATE page 47
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has become a formidable incubator of innovative
health care businesses, such as DR. YUTUKA
NIIHARA’s Emmaus Medical Inc., which is developing a treatment for sickle cell anemia. Read all
about Emmaus and other cutting-edge startups
in this special report. BEGINNING ON PAGE 17
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CLA pediatric cardiologist and LA BioMed
researcher Dr. Ruey-Kan Chang leads a
medical device startup, QT Medical, that has a
full pipeline.
The company, incorporated in July, could
one day commercialize Chang’s collection of
inventions. They range from a bedroom monitor
to prevent Sudden Infant Death Syndrome to a
pocket-size probe that tests newborns for a
deadly congenital
Red means
stop heart disorder.
Chang
is QT’s chief executive, but once he
and green
means
enough money from investors for clinical
go atraises
Hollywood
trials,
he’ll hire a more
Bowl’s
toilets.
seasoned startup execu- QT MEDICAL
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tive and open an offHeadquarters: Torrance
campus office. That
could start happening
Founder-Chief Executive:
within the next few
Dr. Ruey-Kan Chang
months.
Business: Pediatric medical devices.
QT is one of two LA

By JAMES RUFUS KOREN Staff Reporter

A tiny Brentwood bank is caught in the middle of
a showdown between federal regulators and payday
lenders – one that could hold up plans to sell the bank.
Publicly traded NCAL Bancorp, the holding
company of National Bank of California, is one of
a few dozen banks under investigation for possible
fraud by the Justice Department over processing
of payments for high-interest payday lenders.
Though National Bank is a relatively small
bank, it’s a major processor of the kinds of electronic payments favored by such lenders. The
bank has assets of only $342 million, and last year
processed more of those payments than a bank

News &
Analysis
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BioMed spin-offs set to
present their technology this week at an annual
investor conference sponsored by the Southern
California Biomedical Council trade group.
“No sense to have all these ideas unless you
17_21_healthcare_hospitals.qxp 10/31/2013 2:08 PM Page 21
can get them in the hands of doctors and parents,” said Chang, who plans to present his
irregular heartbeat if not diagnosed and treated
be covered by what the likely insurance reimPole Position:
pulse oximeter – the heart disease screening
early. It can be detected with an electrocardiobursement will be for the test.”
Jim Cohan at
device for newborns – at Wednesday’s confergram, but not reliably because they’re not
Federal government grants have enabled
Irwindale
Event
Center.
ence in downtown L.A.’s Omni Hotel.
designed and calibrated for newborns. Chang’s
Chang and his team to create prototypes for
He is confident that there is a market for the
device would help hospitals meet the federal
many of the devices that QT hopes to take to
device because
mandate, so he’s filling a market void.
market. Chang himself does not have engineerIan Lamont
is the Health and Human Services
Department
in 2011 mandated that health facili“About 100 babies in the United States die
ing training, but over the years has assembled a
fighting
a newsNOVEMBER
4,
2013
begin
from this every year,” Chang said. “What we
brain trust of device engineers who turn his
paperties
war
in screening newborns for what is
as Long QT syndrome, a rare inherited
have developed not only is made for newborns,
ideas into reality. He said working at LA BioMed
Longknown
Beach.
heart condition that leads to By
a potentially
deadly FIRNHABER
but also can be
made
inexpensively enough
to family’s
has provided
him with
the time and
to
after his
waste disposal
company
soldresources
the
BETHANY
Staff
Reporter

New team takes wheel at raceway

PAGE 5

O

a bright weekday afternoon at the
Irwindale Speedway last month, the faint
rush of traffic on the nearby 605 freeway
was drowned out every few minutes by a halfdozen stock cars taking turns zooming around the
half-mile oval track.
Jim Cohan, owner of LA Racing
Experience,
stood watching – pleased – as
MGEN Inc. veteran Keith
Leonard noticed
dozens
of giddy
amateur drivers took their inauthat something was missing
in the
aesthetgural
lap attothe
auto-racing venue.
ic medicine industry: scientific
research
back
About five miles away at his office in Arcadia,
up claims of beauty enhancement.
Mnoian
was less pleased that day. Mnoian,
Also lacking: companies Jim
to meet
the public’s
desire for new products. chief executive of Nu-Way Industries Inc., politeWhy did“Over
Neilthe last 12 years there
has beenan
a lot
ly declined
invitation to visit the track weeks
N

People
Spinoff With

Aesthetic Lift

A

site to downtown L.A. real estate firm Lindom Co.
A sturdy man with a ruddy complexion and a
firm handshake, Mnoian said he was ready to
wash his hands of the place that had once enchanted him but had lately caused him much grief.
“We had a lot of good times down there,” he
said. “We took a lot of people: family, customers
from our landfill business and friends of our kids
who had never been to a race track.”
Still, selling the property came as a relief.
Mnoian said dealing with Irwindale Speedway,
the company that built and operated the venue,
had become a major headache. The track operator,

As an accounting firm,
Sinks Money Into Train
weAquifer
loveOperator
numbers.

Clark ofWarren
patient demand for novel prescription prodthe facial aesthetics market,” Leonard
comeucts
outinof
said, “but
retirement
to not
runa lot of startup biopharma companies focused on that area.”
eHarmony?

Please
Healing
Arts:see BANKING page 48
Dr. Ruey-Kan
Chang at LA
BioMed.

Developer Money
Crosses the Lines?

work on these projects in between his work
overseeing residents at Harbor-UCLA Medical
Center on the same campus. The institute provided
expertiseESTATE:
in getting grants and collegial
REAL
support.
“They give me so much flexibility and support in being inventive in my research,” he said.
LOS
ANGELES
BUSINESS
JOURNAL 21
Bythe
ALFRED
Staff Reporter
“It’s
reason
I’mLEE
still working
here.”
– Deborah Crowe

Projects draw
‘low-income’ maps to tap EB-5.

Marina del Rey is one of the wealthiest areas in
Los Angeles County, and it would be hard to
choose a vantage point from which this fact is
more obvious than at Via Marina and Tahiti Way,
the last vacant lot in the marina.
In one direction, one can look out at the water
and see rows of yachts and sailboats lined by luxury apartments. To the left is a rental complex where
residents pay more than $6,000 a month and enjoy
a heated saltwater lap pool and private massage
rooms. In the residences to the right, a concierge
delivers groceries and dry cleaning to residents.
It is little surprise, then, that a developer wants
Please see REAL ESTATE page 47

Please see RACING page 49

At an industry meeting in 2005, Leonard met
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two UCLA dermatologists, Adam Rotunda and
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WATER: Attraction could help
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Leaving the Lab

Here are a few of our favorites.
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Headquarters: Calabasas

ByKeith
HOWARD
Founder-Chief Executive:
Leonard FINE Staff Reporter

Business: Injectable drug for the
Cadiz Inc., an L.A. company that plans to store and
aesthetic medicine market.   
ϐ

sell billions of gallons of water
its desert
land chief executive
Chinbeneath
Up: Keith
Leonard,
of Kythera.

ͳͲͲ

ͳͲ

holdings, is adding a new track to its project, literally:
Mike Kolodney. Their research
had
demonstratrunning
a steam
train in the middle of the Mojave.
ed that deoxycholic
acid caused
fat cell
destruc- recently
the facial aesthetics
where
are
to file for approval from the U.S. Food and Drug

ͶǤpatients
ͺʹ
Cadiz
executives
inked a market,
deal with
tion in vitro.
now 90 percent
female.
Administration and expects sales to begin in
(Through
Praxity, AISBL)
Arizona
& California
Railroad
Co. for
use of an 85So Leonard co-founded a venture capital“Market research shows that if men have
2015. The drug will be marketed under a name
mile rail line between the Cadiz Valley and the
backed company, Kythera Biopharmaceuticals
wrinkles on their foreheads they’re not particuthat is yet to be determined.
Arizona-California
border.

ͳͷlicensed
Inc., that year that
the doctors’ patent
larly bothered by them,” he said. “But if fat
LA BioMed will get royalties on sales,
The executives
want
tochin
run makes
the steam
from LA BioMed. Through further
research, say they
under
their
themtrain
look like their
Leonard said. He predicts that long-term U.S.

The Los Angeles Biomedical Institute in Torrance
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One year ago, Kythera went public. As of this
has become a formidable incubator of innovative
month, the company’s market cap was at $950
health
carehave
businesses,
such
YUTUKA
million.
Shares
risen from
$16as
toDR.
about
$45.
NIIHARA’s
Medical
Inc., which is develLeonard
saidEmmaus
LA BioMed
was “incredibly
oping atotreatment
for sickle
cell and
anemia.
important”
the company’s
origins
to itsRead all
about
Emmaus
cutting-edge
startups
success.
“It’s
harder and
thanother
it looks
to take these
in this special
report.
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Kythera developed a version of deoxycholic acid
grandfather, or much heavier than they are, then
and Canadian sales have the potential to reach
technologies
and bring
them BEGINNING
out,” he said.ON“But
Please
48 prospect.”
On Line: Scott
Cadiz’s L.A. office.
called ATX-101 that could be injected into the fat getting
ridsee
of itWATER
is a prettypage
attractive
$500Slater
million at
annually.
when it works it’s really rewarding. LA BioMed is
Certified Public Accountants | Business Consultants
of the neck to reduce the double chins that often
Kythera spent six years and about $200 mil“We think this will turn into a very large prodvery good at getting their technology out into
develop even in fit people as they age.
lion conducting global clinical trials, with posiuct that we can get into the hands of patients,” he the world so it can be turned into real products.”
477-0450
W W.the
MOSSADA
M SPhase
. C O MIII results from the United States and
Leonard was(310)
especially
excitedWabout
tive
said. Bayer HealthCare holds the rights to develop Acumen. Agility. Answers. – Karen E. Klein
6:00 – 8:30pm • Mr. C Beverly Hills
Awards
prospect that ATX-101 could appeal to men in
Canada announced
on Sept.Reception:
16. Leonard plans
ATX-101 outside the U.S. and Canada.
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